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A zebrafish, bottom, is monitored to see its reaction to a video of another at a lab in Portugal. Zebrafish may have their own version of 
empathy, enabled by a chemical pathway thought to drive human behavior.    Rui F. Oliveira via Associated Press

Christina Larson    Associated Press

Our capacity to care about others may 
have very, very ancient origins, a new 
study suggests.

It might have been deep-rooted in pre-
historic animals that lived millions of 
years ago, before fish and mammals like 
us diverged on the tree of life, according 
to researchers who published their study 
in March in the journal Science.

“Some of the mechanisms that under-
lie our ability to experience fear, or fall in 
and out of love, are clearly very ancient 
pathways,” said Hans Hofmann, an evo-
lutionary neuroscientist at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin, who was not 
involved in the research. 

Scientists are usually reluctant to 
attribute humanlike feelings to animals. 
But it’s generally accepted that many 
animals have moods, including fish.

The new study shows that fish can 
detect fear in other f ish, and then 
become afraid, too – and that this ability 
is regulated by oxytocin, the same brain 
chemical that underlies the capacity for 
empathy in humans.

The researchers demonstrated this 

by deleting genes linked to producing 
and absorbing oxytocin in the brains of 
zebrafish, a small tropical fish often used 
for research. Those fish were then essen-
tially antisocial — they failed to detect 
or change their behavior when other fish 
were anxious.

But when some of the altered fish 
received oxytocin injections, their abil-
ity to sense and mirror the feelings of 
other fish was restored — what scientists 
call “emotional contagion.” 

“They respond to other individuals 
being frightened. In that regard, they 
behave just like us,” said University of 
Calgary neuroscientist Ibukun Akinri-
nade, a co-author of the study.

The study also showed that zebrafish 
will pay more attention to fish that have 
previously been stressed out – a behav-
ior the researchers likened to consoling 
them.

Previous research has shown that oxy-
tocin plays a similar role in transmitting 
fear in mice.

The new research illustrates “the ances-
tral role” of oxytocin in transmitting emo-
tion, said Rui Oliveira, a behavioral biolo-
gist at Portugal’s Gulbenkian Institute of 
Science and a study co-author.

This brain processing “may have 
already been in place around 450 million 
years ago, when you and me and these 
little fish last had a common ancestor,” 
explained Hofmann.

Oxytocin is sometimes thought of as 
a “love” hormone, but Hofmann said it’s 
actually more like “a thermostat that 
determines what is socially salient in a 
particular situation — activating neu-
ral circuits that may make you run from 
danger, or engage in courtship behavior.”

That could be fundamental to the sur-
vival of many animals, especially those 
who live in groups, said Stony Brook Uni-
versity ecologist Carl Safina, who was not 
involved in the study. 

“The most basic form of empathy is 
contagious fear – that’s a very valuable 
thing to have to stay alive, if any member 
of your group spots a predator or some 
other danger.”
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Empathy goes back a long, long, 
long way, study suggests

Researchers find an 

evolutionarily ancient signaling 

pathway when they look at fish 

that sense fear in one another.
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would limit mandatory 

overtime and require more 

hospital transparency.
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Nurses in Michigan say staffing lev-
els are causing negative outcomes for 
patients and hospital workers.

A recent survey commissioned by 
the Michigan Nurses Association found 
42% of nurses said they know of a patient 
death attributed to nurses being assigned 
too many patients in 2023. 

That rate has nearly doubled since a 
similar survey from 2016.

Another study found thousands 
of Michigan nurses report emotional 
exhaustion and point to inadequate staff-
ing as their main concern. 

Nearly 40% of the more than 9,000 
nurses surveyed said they plan to leave 
their job within the next year.

“Dangerous understaffing is a serious 
problem at hospitals across Michigan,” 
said Jamie Brown, a critical care nurse and 
president of the nurses union. “The crisis 
we are facing is not a nursing shortage. The 
crisis comes from the fact that we are work-
ing in conditions that are so awful that one-
third of our registered nurses in our state 
are choosing not to work at the bedside.”

Nursing advocates were in Lansing on 
Thursday for the introduction of a pack-
age of House and Senate bills known as 
the Safe Patient Care Act. 
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A Native American tribe in Wiscon-
sin has asked a federal court to order an 
emergency shutdown to the Line 5 oil and 
gas pipeline that crosses its reservation.

Tribal authorities argued last week 
that extreme riverbank erosion in recent 
weeks now puts the pipeline at much 
higher risk of rupture during any future 
storm. They released drone footage cap-
tured during recent springtime flood-
ing they say proves soils eroded from 
beneath the pipeline and exposed the 
aging infrastructure to river currents.

A federal judge previously ruled the 
pipeline was trespassing on sovereign 
tribal land and must be rerouted but fell 
short of ordering the line shut down. The 
judge said the reasons were expected 
“widespread economic consequences” 
and “significant public policy implica-
tions on the trade relationship between 
the United States and Canada.”

Canadian energy transportation 
giant Enbridge owns the Line 5 pipe-
line, and company officials said they are 
disappointed with what they called the 
“unnecessary” and “outrageous” court 
filing. 
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“Some of the 
mechanisms that 
underlie our ability 
to experience fear, 
or fall in and out of 
love, are clearly very 
ancient pathways.”
Hans Hofmann, an evolutionary 
neuroscientist at the University 
of Texas at Austin
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TITLE 42
LIFTED

A FULL DAY AFTER THE RULES KNOWN 
AS TITLE 42 WERE LIFTED, MIGRANTS 
AND GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS ON 
FRIDAY WERE STILL ASSESSING THE 
EFFECTS OF NEW REGULATIONS 
ADOPTED BY PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN’S 
ADMINISTRATION IN HOPE OF STABILIZING 
THE SOUTHWEST BORDER REGION.   A4


